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History lessons hiding in disguise as Archie episodes. The Underground Railroad - Gold! Carl Esser, Frank
Welker The Banana Splits introduce: The Adventures of Gulliver: The New Adventures of Huck Finn:
Biography Channel Batman Special on the campest television series of the 60s But few people know the man
behind the mask. Documentary filmmaker James Tooley spent 3 years following the legendary actor, meeting
his legions of fans, and trying to understand what keeps the 85 year old actor as passionate as ever. A fan
supported quest to recognize the beloved actor with a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame The Misadventures
of Adam and Burt: Return to the Batcave, This New television movie reunites Batman series stars Adam West
and Burt Ward in a comedy adventure where they stumble upon a diabolical plot to steal the original
Batmobile from a charirity benefit. While trying to unravel the details and find the car, West and Ward
flashback to the tumultuous times of their s television series to reveal a bizarre behind teh scenes story of teh
creation of a televisioon classicfrom their on the set explosions to their wild real life encounters with fans.. It
starred Adam West as a washed-up TV action hero who at the peak of his career was ceremoniously deputized
by local law enforcement who falsely believes he can solve crimes in real life. His student, Jason, becomes his
sidekick and is played by Todd Field. The pilot was broadcast on NBC in July Shang-A-Lang Show featuring
the songs: Beetlejuice Goes To Town Vol Mary Ellen - Gasohol - B. Pop Goes the Mynah - Who was that
Dog? Football Field Vol 3: This Is a Life?
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Unlike the command- and menu driven interfaces used in the earliest software, display graphics and use the paint and
click technology of the mouse and cursor, making them much more user friendly. Cathode Ray tube came before.

Adding to this, the Evolution features our injection molded foam, known as one of the most durable and
comfortable foams available. This foam will hold it shape for years to come ensuring your comfort for the life
of your seat. Each Evolution seat is hand crafted with our red offset stitching giving the seat and your interior
an added look of luxury. The Sportline Evolution is available in black vinyl with a carbon fiber vinyl contrast.
The Evolution has a seat base height of only 2. That means is if you sit the seat on the floor, the distance
between the floor and where you would sit is 2. Comparatively speaking this is a thin seat base, which is ideal
for minimal headroom applications or for drivers wearing helmets. Please note that because of the design of
the Evolution, a 5th slot anti-submarine cannot be added to this seat. As a rule of thumb the Evolution will fit
up to a inch waist. Please note we also have a fixed back version of the Evolution available called the
Evolution X. This seat can be found in the Fixed Back Seats section of our website. The new Sportline series
from Corbeau factors in feedback from customers all over the world to come up with a look and feel that is
second to none. Unbelievable comfort, style, and support are put into every inch of this seat. It features top of
the line injection molded foam, strategically placed bolsters to support you in just the right places, and harness
belt capability. The Jacquard Cloth is known in the aftermarket seating industry as being among the most
durable of any cloth material. The RRB has a seat base height of only 2. That means is if you sit the seat on
the floor the distance between the floor and where you would sit is 2. Please note that because of the design of
the RRB, an inflatable lumbar support and a 5th slot Anti-Submarine Slot cannot be added to this seat. As a
rule of thumb, the Sportline RRB will fit up to a 38" waist. The RRS has a seat base height of only 2. Please
note that because of the design of the RRS, an inflatable lumbar support and a 5th slot Anti-Submarine Slot
cannot be added to this seat. As a rule of thumb the RRS will fit up to a inch waist. It is a perfect blend of
aggressive lateral bolster support but with the comfort of a daily driver. The Jacquard cloth is known in the
aftermarket seating industry as being among the most durable of any cloth material. The RRX has a seat base
height of only 2. Please note that because of the design of the RRX, an inflatable lumbar support and a 5th slot
Anti-Submarine Slot cannot be added to this seat. As a rule of thumb the RRX will fit up to a inch waist. The
A4 is extra aggressive in the kidney area and will fit up to a 36" waist. The LG1 will fit up to a 38" waist. The
Wide version is 2" wider and will fit up to a 42" waist.
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"Sometimes the hardest part isn't growing old, sometimes we just have to deal with growing up." May-Lee has grown up
now. She's in Year 9 and her life seems to get harder as it is. From getting new friends and even getting into challenging
experiences, she learns the hard way that growing up seems.

James Hampton is an actor who did, in fact, star as Michael J. It was essentially an electronic version of table
tennis: The arcade version appeared in and the home version in Breakout, which debuted in , was also an
Atari game. It featured a sliding paddle like Pong at the bottom of the screen, which the player used to deflect
a bouncing ball into a brick construct at the top of the screen to remove it brick by brick. It wants our Tang. It
was invented in by William Mitchell, who also invented Pop Rocks. It is manufactured by Kraft Foods. Quick,
call the cable company. Disney Channel is a cable network that was launched in It carried family
programming and movies and was a premium cable channel for years, meaning consumers had to pay extra to
get it. This added a bit of cachet to the network. By the end of the decade, the premium was gone, but their
family programming blocks including a revived Mickey Mouse Club remained. The aliens probably wanted
some of their Tang. He was a new prune-flavored Tang. Oh, ha ha ha. Cuckoo for Cocoa Puffs! Must have
been his first role. It was created in by the art group Ant Farm. We came for your Pop-Tarts. Take me to your
toaster. Pop-Tarts are a brand of ready-made pastries that you heat in the toaster. They were first introduced
when, in , Post unveiled their pre-made pastries called Country Squares. They became famous through their
use in the Vietnam War and in the slew of movies and TV shows about the war that followed. Dodge is a
brand of vehicles produced by Chrysler. The Dodge Brothers Company before being bought by Chrysler first
made automobiles in Oldsmobile was an auto manufacturer founded by Ransom Olds in The brand was sold
to General Motors in In the first few films, the character would alternate from being a boy to being a girl.
Farina was played by Allen Hoskins Robert Vaughn hosted commercials and infomercials for it in the s.
Cream of Wheat is a wheat farina porridge that was first sold in It is produced by Kraft Foods. There should
be a magazine show in this for everyone. Is Philbin in this? Philbin began in the television business when the
business itself was still young. According to the folks at Guinness, Philbin has logged the most hours on
television of anyone ever 16, by , and still counting. Don Knotts is a comedian who has played a wide variety
of roles over the course of his lengthy career. It ran from A rolling hitch knot is a knot tied from a rope to
another rope or a rod. Ice cream for everybody. Good Humor is a brand of ice cream treats first marketed in I
think their hair all came out of the same mold. On the cover of their album New Traditionalists, the members
of the New Wave group Devo are wearing plastic skull caps made to resemble perfectly coiffed haircuts. See
above note on Helsinki Formula. He was played by Hayden Rorke , not the guy on the screen. Hot and cold
running water. Coffee is a line of appliances from Sunbeam, specializing primarily in automatic-drip coffee
machines. They were first made in Starting to get kind of a Kirk Douglas chin about him, though. Kirk
Douglas is a tough-guy actor known for his cleft chin and his roles in such classics as Paths of Glory and
Spartacus Currently, contestants from each of the fifty states plus the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and
the U. Virgin Islands are judged on the personal interview, talent, swimsuit, evening wear, and onstage
question. The Erector Set is a toy construction set first invented by A. It contains small metal beams, nuts,
bolts, screws, and mechanical parts such as gears. Bet he wishes he was back on F Troop. See above note on
James Hampton. Women of a certain age will no doubt remember him lounging on a bearskin rug as the
centerfold of the April issue of Cosmopolitan magazine. Castle Grayskull, I think. On the animated series
He-Man and the Masters of the Universe, Castle Grayskull was the center of mystic power on the planet
Eternia, from which Prince Adam drew his power to become the ridiculously enmuscled He-Man. Looks like a
stack of Marshall amps. Marshall Amplification is a British company, and their amplifiers are one of the
best-known brands in the music industry. The company was founded in by Jim Marshall, who was urged to get
into the business by Pete Townshend and other now-famous guitarists. I imagine them looking like ELO.
Boston is an American rock group that started in Founded in by inventor Jim Kirby, the vacuums have been
sold predominantly by door-to-door salesmen, and this has led to more than a few legal problems and
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accusations of unethical behavior. A small figure that looks like a lightning bolt, Reddy has been licensed by
more than two hundred companies and has appeared in cartoons, on stationery, on billboards, and in
newspaper and magazine ads. Reddy is currently the property of the Northern States Power Company, which
bought the character in At the time, it broke taboos about depicting romance between black characters. In ,
Harry Truman used it as his campaign song. A lupine antagonist pursues the characters by exhaling vigorously
upon the homes, therefore obliterating them, at least until he arrives at the final structure built with ceramic
masonry. I want a soda. Saltines is another name for soda crackers. In , they were first produced by the Josiah
Bent Bakery in Massachusetts. Get a grip, Darren. Darren McGavin was an actor best known for playing the
title role in the supernatural TV series Kolchak: What if they opened it up and Meat Loaf was in there?
Metallica is a heavy metal band founded in Napster still exists as a pay subscription service. See above note
on Boston. Hans Geiger was a German scientist who in co-invented the Geiger counter, used to detect alpha
rays. It was improved in to detect beta and gamma rays as well. A reference to an old advertising jingle for the
Dairy Queen chain of restaurants: Probably be Bob Uecker. Bob Uecker is a former baseball actor, sports
commentator, and occasional actor. During his five-year career, he played for the Milwaukee Braves, St.
Belvedereand appeared in the baseball movie Major League. He has served as the voice of the Milwaukee
Brewers for forty years. How come all these spaceship interiors look like they were made in a Vac-u-form?
Vac-u-form was a craft toy made by Mattel in the s. It heated sheets of plastic and, with a vacuum, sucked the
pliable polymer over various molds. Roach Motel is a brand of insect trap produced by Black Flag since The
name has become a brand eponym not unlike Band-Aids for all manner of paper boxes with scent bait and
sticky insides. Nice job on the foil rings in the back. Hey, three on an elevator. Uncle Fester is a character on
the television series The Addams Family, which aired from The role was played by Jackie Coogan. Hangar 18
[snap, snap]. Hangar 18, Hangar 18, Hangar 18 [snap, snap].
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A time machine escape, remembering the greatest era of Saturday Morning television. A sacred day that belonged just
to kids. Enjoy the ride!!! Thanks to Ira.

Boomers remember their childhood food. Send us your memories. Here are some memory joggers: We need
your food memories! Click the Mail-a-Memory button above to send your memories. Place the cards in the
spokes of your bike wheels with clothes pins and you had bicycle that sounded like a motorcycle. Locally,
Chase Brothers dairy delivered fresh milk, butter and eggs. Like, does anyone remember Chocolate Soldiers?
As far as candy, I used to get Mystery Middles, which was a jawbreaker with a sweet-tart in the middle, and
cinnamon toothpicks. I loved those orange wax harmonicas, Pixie sticks, Chic-o-stix, Sixlets, Smarties, and
remember those gum rocks that came in a little drawstring bag? You put the mix in with and shook it real well
then inserted the straw. Even Keith Moon of the Who made a radio commercial extoling its virtues. I think it
had different flavors but I liked the malted chocolate milk the best. Would sure like to get some today if its
still available. They were 2 small bars in one pack. At school those ice cream sandwiches for. Did any one
ever actally eat the gum that came with a pack of Baseball cards? Remember the kid who came to school
saying he bought one pack of cards and he wound up going home with over 50! Reading through all this
nostalgia two favorites came to mind --remember when Ice cubes first came out? They were little squares of
really good chocolate and cost. I grew up in N. California and on a recent visit bought one for a quarter and it
was not the same. Also, we had a big round nutty candy bar filled with thick, pink, cherry stuff-- what was it
called?? We know that there were chocolate flavored ones our favorite. Try Dorks if you like TT! I wrote to
the president of Tootsie Roll a couple of years ago and asked that they produce Turkish Taffey again they
bought the rights. They put out some small ones about ten years ago and then stopped again. Start, Puffa Puffa
Rice I remember Start powdered breakfast drink Part of the jingle went: Be back for dinner, Mom! I know
where some of the old types of candy are still sold that some of you mentioned like the wax coke shaped
bottles with different flavors of drink inside. Along with other old familiar candies. Too many to list. I really
enjoyed reading everyone candy memories. After drinking 3 in one sitting the fourth was free. Most of us had
trouble getting the third one down. If you accomplished this task, your name went on a list posted on the wall.
There was a lot of barfing associated with the Awful-Awful. My family moved west when I was 10 years old
and I never saw or heard of them again. Many years later, while working in the city of Oceanside, Cal. Lo and
behold, while talking of our pasts, Doris mentioned how much she used to love eating cho chos as a child
while visiting her grandparents in St. This was the first person I had ever met who even had heard of this treat.
We often have wondered whatever happened to those delicious Cho Chos. Oceanside, CA married to Baby
Boomer: Also Sweetie Pies, like moon pies only better. Nutty Buddy ice cream cones. Fizzies, tho the ones
they have out now are not as good as the originals. Walnettos; now there is a candy they need to revive! The
original candy cigarettes actually helped me quit smoking. I thought I saw some on the market about 15 years
ago. My Gramma had a small grocery store and I remember sneaking pop from the garage. Quench was one of
the greats, a grapefruit soda that really quenched your thirst. Eskimo pies were called ice cream slices. Thanks
so much for the website, it brings back so many wonderful memories. Pour it onto your tongue and it
effervesced! To a kid, it was a cool thing. I liked the grape flavor. There was a rumor that they were
radioactive, which made them even more desirable to some. In 6th grade, it was Now Or Laters, which, when
pronounced by my deeply southern schoolmates sounded like "annihilaters", which confused me; having
moved from the midwest. Space Food Sticks ruled. In 5th grade, everyone had to have Whacky Packs bubble
gum. Not for the gum, which probably no one chewed, but for the stickers that satirized popular consumer
products. Rice-a-Phony, the San Francisco Treat. It was just torn down recently. Where else could you order a
burger, have it cooked fresh and actually eat it in one of those stupid 15 minute dinner breaks? Was it me, or
were they better then? It might be Pittsburgh only, but here goes. They were sort of like Twinkies, but the had
a rasberry swirl inside of them. The called them Captain Astro Snacks. Complete with a mascott in what
looked like a metallic gold colored Flash-type costume. No one seems to remember this but me. They served a
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weekday lunch buffet with all-you-could-eat of pizza, fried chicken, and fried potatoes. Some of the pizza
toppings seemed pretty exotic at the time -- such as pineapple with ham, etc. Free Admission Many years ago
when entering an amusement park was free Knotts Berry Farm all a kid had to worry about was having enough
money to buy some Rock Candy, this was also a time when Royal Crown cola, Scooter Pies and my all time
favorite Chocolate Babies where abundant. I can remember sending away a Quaker Puffed Rice box top along
with some money probably 25 cents to get a realistic cannon - metal, not plastic - that actually shot a piece of
puffed rice. Remember their slogan, "Shot from guns? Jackson Jumbles giant lemon cookies with a hole in the
middle Steve used to dunk them in his cherry Kool-Aid. This question has been haunting me for 30 years or
more. I grew up in the San Francisco Bay Area. I think I can remember breakfast cereals in the s that came in a
variety pack packaged much like the ones you see today , however, the tops were open and covered with
cellophane so you could see the different types of cereal inside. Am I crazy or was this really a product?
Related to this, I can remember eating a rice flake cereal perhaps in one of those open-top boxes whose flavor
and texture is not close to anything you can buy today. Any help of these two items? Thanks Mike, Eugene,
Oregon, Candy Cigarettes In retrospect, perhaps one of the most insidious snacks was candy cigarettes! There
we were, trying to look glamorous, posing with a truly nasty-tasting "smoke" lollie dangling off of our lips.
Makes my eyes cross just to remember it. I have searched all over the web for it without success. Remember
when Ring Dings and Devil Dogs were big and came in a wax envelope for a nickel? The cream tasted
delicious. Now they are filled with something that coats your tongue and tastes terrible. I grew up in Queens
and remember a man coming down the street in a truck selling fruit. He would sing "strawberries, blueberries,
che-e-e-ries! You would wear them around your neck the candy was on elastic and stretch it to eat one off. I
remember in the summertime when I was a kid and would get all sweaty, having a constantly sticky, colored
neck from those. I also loved wax lips. I hated to chew them; but loved wearing them. Another great candy for
me a coconut lover was bacon slices and watermelon slices. Lots of memories from the concession stand.
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children's audio book from late 70's or early 80's. i am trying to find the title of a book that was sold to my parents by a
couple of traveling salesmen, who were selling encylcopedia's in the early 80's- They sold my parents a book that had 3
children's stories inside and it came with audio tapes.

Monday, August 06, Memories Part The Suburbs We moved here, and oh the streets of this suburb were so
quiet. We could draw our favorite games of Four Squares and hopscotch right on the street. We could take our
jump ropes and our bicycles and play and ride for hours. We met all of our neighbors, families like ours with
kids we would be walking to school with everyday. Some of those kids we are still friends with on Facebook!
My parents bought a barbecue and backyard furniture. We planted flowers and bushes and dreams right there.
It was an unforgettable new life that summer of I started 3rd grade at PS 25 that September. I remember when
my parents asked me how school was on the first day and if I had met anyone I would be friends with. I told
them that everyone looked the same. They asked me what that meant. I said they all had blond hair and blue
eyes. I realized that my first three years of school in the inner city was as racially diverse as I would ever have
it. It was here in the suburbs that people started to ask me where I was from. No, they wanted to know where
before this? Most people asked me if I was from India. It was one of the most common things asked of me
when I was growing up, even by strangers in department stores. We settled into our new life. We practically
lived in that thing all summer long. Our backyard was the family gathering place for barbecues and parties.
Family Thanksgiving dinners happened around our dining table, and my father carved the wildest Halloween
pumpkins every year. I remember though that I stopped waking up at 3: The kitchen was downstairs, and the
light no longer woke me up. In the winters after big snowstorms, my brothers went around the neighborhood
shoveling walks and driveways. In the summers they mowed lawns. My sister and I babysat the younger
neighborhood kids. There was a sense of community there on that suburban street. My family watched TV
together every night. We listened to WABC radio every morning while getting ready for school. We had a
newspaper delivered everyday. News and music were an essential part of our lives. When I was 11 years old,
the photo of the Buddhist Monk who had self-immolated on the streets of Saigon had a profound impact on
how I saw the world. In that suburban house on a quiet street, I learned again that the world was full of pain
and suffering. When I think of this era I remember that was a year of so much upheaval and pain. In
November President Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas. How does an 11 year old who is paying attention to
the world process such a time? This is what I was learning. This was the world I was growing up in. I
remembered that I wrote a long post about the civil rights movement of this era on the blog in Here is a link to
that. But then music balanced our world. My parents had a nice Victrola and lots of albums. Those first few
years were filled with Motown. We did the twist and the hop. We danced and danced in the family room. Then
the world changed for us. The Beatles came to America. I am not sure I can adequately express how much this
changed everything. I was 12 years old and a new art form was emerging. One of my neighbors and I were so
moved by them that we wrote a song when they went back to England. If I remember correctly these were the
lyrics:
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Floods are no stranger to Minot, N. Dak., a city of 35, on the Souris River. The community has been flooded three times
this century. Last week residents prepared for yet another inundation. As bulldozers hired by the Army Corps of
Engineers put the finishing touches on some 50 miles of dikes.

Item condition is rated according to the Rating System I use in all my auctions and the description of each
rating is available in every auction. Their future longevity can not be calculated. All sales are final. If any were
in better condition, they would have a higher rating and be listed at a higher cost. Do not expect to pay Daily
Driver rated prices and get Show Quality rated parts. If you are waiting for a live auction to end to combine
shipping with a Buy it Now purchase, you must notify me that are you waiting on a live auction otherwise an
Unpaid Item Reminder will be sent after the 5th day. This is my only shipping day as I have a full time job. It
just means that postage has been printed and that your order is being packed and prepared to be shipped on
Saturday. Your package should arrive before the date eBay estimated. If for some reason you have not
received your package by that time, contact me immediately so I can find out if there was a shipping issue. If
you are only purchasing a single item, the correct shipping cost is already provided in the auction and you may
complete the purchase without requesting an invoice UNLESS you need insurance for the item, in which case
you would request an invoice and note you want insurance added. Insurance price is based on the value of the
total item value. Packages shipped to an old address and lost are the sole responsibility of the buyer and no
reparations will be made. This includes things like packing materials tape, labels, boxes, printer ink. I will
NOT alter customs declarations to reflect lower item prices as the package can only be insured for the price on
the customs forms. Delivery times for international packages average days from the date the package is
shipped. If there any problems, please first review my Terms and Conditions and the Rating each part was
given which may answer your questions or concerns. If not, please contact me immediately BEFORE leaving
feedback so I can help resolve any problems and you can leave a 5 star feedback in all categories. The higher
my star rating gets, the more discounts I get and the lower I can price my items so you can save on future
purchases. Used Parts Rating System My used parts rating system has 4 categories which covers most every
type of condition the parts I sell would be in. The part is in slightly better condition than the first rating but yet
slightly worse than the second. A part that is brand new or excellent New Old Stock. New Old Stock does
NOT imply perfect as factory parts were mass produced and rarely perfect when they were new. It just means
a replacement part from the factory never installed. May exhibit very light storage wear. Would work for a
show car all the way to daily driver. A part in excellent used condition with very little wear or aging. Such
parts may exhibit very light pitting, scratches and handling wear consistent with a well kept, used part. A part
that is in good used condition showing signs of average wear and age such as medium pitting, scratches, chips,
minor cracks etc. Could improve with some restoration or is an excellent core. Looks nice from feet on a daily
driven car. A part that is just as the rating sounds. The part has heavy aging and wear which would include
heavy pitting, large cracks, deep scratches, minorly broken pieces etc. BUT is mostly complete, not broken
severely and serviceable. And now the itemâ€¦ The Cove has grown rich with the parts plundered off many
fine Cadillacs that were abandoned to time and tide. Saved from certain doom by the valiant Captain Cadillac
and his trusty comrade Captain VonSneer, they have been cleaned and stored till they are once again needed
by you, my loyal land yacht captains! Lower Steering Column Appearance: This switch is in great condition.
The switch has been cleaned, relubed and tested to function in all positions. The vacuum parking brake release
works correctly. I have plenty more Cadillac parts available from ! Shipping and handling This item will ship
to Germany, but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab
and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code.
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Fits: Mercury Cougar, Mercury Cougar From the view as seen when sitting inside the car this pad will look good but
when you look at the top side it will have the beginnings of cracks at the defroster vents and the pad will feel hard on
top.

Please follow eBay policy and procedures to initiate a return or exchange. Additional Terms - For warranty
information please contact the product manufacturer directly. Please read all product info, descriptions and
terms before purchasing. Combined Shipping - We offer combined shipping under these conditions: All of
your items fit in one box. If you purchase multiple items, all items must be paid for at the same time or within
2 hours of each other to qualify for combined shipping. We cannot combine shipping for items that have been
paid for beyond the 2 hour time frame between orders. Failure to comply with these conditions will result in
your items being shipped separately with individual shipping fees per item. You can pay by clicking the Pay
Now button in the email notification or in the listing. The seller will be paid and will know to ship your item
immediately. Contact your seller right away with any questions about payment. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling This item will ship to Germany, but the seller has not
specified shipping options. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Worldwide No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Quantity: There are 2 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP
Code.
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Funny Pets: The cat is waiting for the mouse to eat dinner and the surprise.

For best results use only: Title, Author, Date Range, and Keywords. You will be able to limit your search
further once you reach the results page. This is the best book search engine on the net, from a huge Canadian
company originally started by booksellers. Millions of books of all kinds from dealers all over the world, some
not found in libraries. Most of the English language books ever published: You should limit your search at
least to Format: You can do this on the advanced search page or once you arrive at the results, using the left
hand column, as with abe. Often you can find more about the content of a title by going to an individual
library holding. Once you have narrowed down a possible title, try Amazon. The colour option on Google is
working better and better. I have started using Images on bing. Look in the left hand column to limit your
search to these. A few words can help: If all you can remember is a few words, try Google. Put the words in
quotes. Use only one or two, essential, easily-spelled, keywords. Try this sample Google search: Selling One
or Two Books. Probably the easiest place for an individual to sell books like those above is on Amazon. Look
up your book, click on the picture, then look in the blue box for "Have one to sell? If, and only if, Amazon has
listed the book in the past, will you be able to list also. Ebay is also very easy and inexpensive to use for a few
books and it allows you more room to describe the books. For pricing your book, it is easier and more accurate
to use the Abebooks. Then double check on Amazon because prices there are sometimes higher. The more
care you put into describing your books, the more likely you are to sell them. We do not purchase books
online, sight unseen. Please do not offer them to us. If you have a collection or several rare books you are
interested in selling to us, especially if you live in the Northwest, please look on http: Our email address is on
the Contact Us page. We never value a book over the net, nor do other reputable booksellers. Look through the
suggestions below.
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Please wait for an invoice to insure proper shipping/handling charges are applied if multiple purchases are made.
Payments due 5 days from auction end via PAYPAL ONLY. Packages are shipped within 10 business days of payment
so please allow calendar days for your item to arrive.

With the help of fellow inmate Asneeze Isaac Hayes , who was arrested for jaywalking , he escapes and frees
the other inmates. Robin is asked by Asneeze to find his son, Ahchoo Dave Chappelle , in his first major
professional role. Unbeknownst to Richard, the prince is abusing his power. On his quest, Robin also attracts
the attention of Maid Marian Amy Yasbeck of Bagelle, who wants to find the man who has the key to her
heart and Everlast chastity belt. They are also joined by Rabbi Tuckman Mel Brooks , who shares with them
his sacramental wine and bargain circumcisions. Maid Marian hears of the evil plot, and sneaks out of her
castle to warn Robin, accompanied by her frumpy German Lady-in-Waiting Broomhilde Megan Cavanagh.
The Sheriff and Don expect that Robin will not refuse a chance to participate in the archery tournament due to
his pride, and Robin does just that. At the archery tournament, a disguised Robin makes it to the final round,
where he makes his shot but loses to his opponent. The Sheriff and Prince John then pull out their own copies
and confirm this much to their annoyance. After winning the tournament, Robin is arrested. They quickly free
Robin and a battle ensues. Marian is carried off to the tower by the Sheriff, who wants to deflower her but
cannot get around the chastity belt without some uncomfortable chafing. Before Robin and Marian can
"celebrate" in her bedroom, Broomhilde arrives, insisting they get married first. Rabbi Tuckman conducts the
ceremony, but they are suddenly interrupted by King Richard Patrick Stewart , recently returned from the
Crusades, who insists on sanctioning the marriage with a kiss to the new bride. He orders John to be taken
away to the Tower of London and made part of the tour. He also announces that, as the Prince has surrounded
his given name with a foul stench, all the toilets in the kingdom are to be renamed "johns". All being as it
should be, Robin and Marian are married and Ahchoo is made the new sheriff of Rottingham. When the crowd
expresses its disbelief at a black sheriff, Ahchoo reminds them that "it worked in Blazing Saddles ". When the
night comes, Robin and Maid Marian attempt to open the chastity belt only to realise her lock will not open
with his key to her fury and dismay. The film ends with Robin calling for a locksmith.
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